29 APRIL 86

TUESDAY

I. WELCOME - Jerry in absence
II. "WHAT WE WILL BE DOING" OVERVIEW
   A. SEMINAR: WHAT DO WE KNOW
   B. VARIOUS EVENTS
      1. STRANDING - 1985 vs 1986
      2. WAVELEY WORKSHOP
      3. WAVELEY TEAM MEETING
      4. PLASTICS - NUMBERS 0 SAMPLES
      5. KAILUA BEACH 4/4 & castwrecks
      6. OLIVE RIDLEY NESTING & SHIPWRECK STUDIES
      7. VANCOUVER TURTLES 4/26
   C. BROCHURE - (Recommended)
      1. Lit. Research on sharks
         - A. DATA: marine fibro papillomas
         - B. OROLUK PEV tagging: video
         - C. FFS forthcoming 4TH SEASON
         - D. BISHOP MUSEUM ENDANGERED NAVIGATORS

WHAT CONSTITUTES RECOVERY

PRIORITIZE

HIERARCHY: by SPECIES

MARINE
   - HUMAN TAKE
   - PREDATION
   - DISEASE
   - HABITAT ALTERATION

TERRESTRIAL
   - HUMAN TAKE
   - PREDATION
   - HABITAT ALTERATION
Team Meeting 4/29/86

Harry Hirth
Muir
Helen's Reef > Navy and Japanese

Dick Wass
Howland, Baker, Jarvis
No evidence of nesting - didn't walk totally through.

Hughes Aircraft - Jarvis
Titan Rocket

Sea Turtle Monitoring - performance standards of Tern personnel.
- Walk beach every other day
- Dig nests

Tide table - Rose IS.
FIND - for Hirth.

Edited: Em 5, 6 & 7
Contributed by Harry.